Abstract. Photovoltaic Thermal (PV/T) system emerged as one of the convenient type of renewable energy system acquire the ability to generate power and thermal energy in the absence of moving parts. However, the power output of PV/T is intermittent due to dependency on solar irradiation condition. Furthermore, its efficiency decreases because of cells instability at high temperature. On the other hand, fuel cell co-generation system (CGS) is another technology that can generate power and heat simultaneously. Integration of PV/T and fuel cell CGS could enhance the reliability and sustainability of both systems as well as increasing the overall system performance. Hence, this paper intended to present the parameters that affect performance of PV/T and Proton Exchange Membrane Fuel Cell (PEMFC) CGS. Moreover, recent developments on PV/T-fuel cell hybrid system are also presented. Based on literates, mass flow rate of moving fluid in PV/T was found to affect the system efficiency. For the PEMFC, when the heat is utilized, the system performance can be increased where the heat efficiency is similar to electrical efficiency which is about 50%. Recent developments of hybrid PV/T and fuel cell show that most of the studies only focus on the power generation of the system. There are less study on the both power and heat utilization which is indeed necessary in future development in term of operation strategy, optimization of size, and operation algorithm.
Introduction
Continuous concerns on global and local environmental problems and depletion of conventional energy source have encouraged the transition towards renewable energy resources. Research on green energy power generation system continues to gather momentum when the remaining reserve of oil and gas rapidly dwindles as the world population increases. Among the renewable energy power generation systems, Fuel cell and PV/T are promising systems as both are clean and can generate electrical and heat simultaneously. Various studies have been developed to penetrate these systems on residential application in either grid tied or standalone distributed generation. Furthermore, these two technologies also play the key role in the currently developing smart grid system that allows two-way connection between utilities and consumers [1] .
Hybrid power systems combine two or more sources of renewable energy into one system which can be merged or differentiated through different configuration or architecture [2] . Electrical output of a single renewable energy source is limited and is not consistent but due to their complementarities the integration could overcome the drawbacks. The purpose of a hybrid system is to produce as much energy from renewable energy sources to ensure load demand and to reduce the dependency on only one system which has intermittent output power. The intermittent output power of photovoltaic due do the dependency on weather circumstances can be covered by merging photovoltaic system with other renewable source such as fuel cell. Fuel cell system is not dependent on solar radiation, the technology could be a backup power generator for photovoltaic during the night or when power output of photovoltaic is deficient. Fuel cell system is a promising power generation technology to provide energy for rural areas when there is no access to grid system [3] . Furthermore, using hydrogen as the reactant makes the technology environmentally clean and noiseless [4, 5] . This paper presents the review of parameters that affect both PV/T and PEMFC CGS. Furthermore, recent developments on PV/T-PEMFC based hybrid system are also presented.
Photovoltaic Thermal (PV/T)
PV/T system consists of two main components, namely; photovoltaic panel which generates electricity from solar energy through photoelectric effect and solar thermal collector which absorbs solar radiation and transforms the energy into thermal energy [6] . The absorber plate as shown in Fig.1 underneath the solar cell has twofold functions which are to cool the solar cell and to collect the heat energy from solar irradiation. The idea of merging these two technologies is because the increase of solar cell temperature will decrease the efficiency of photovoltaic system proportionally. In order to resolve this problem, combining solar collector with photovoltaic will sustain the temperature of the solar cell at optimal range, thus, increasing the efficiency of photovoltaic. On the other hand, thermal energy can be used for heating and thus increase the overall system efficiency [7] . PV/T system can be classified by the different type of coolant used, namely: air, water and refrigerant. In the previous study as shown in table 1, refrigerant coolant type has the highest efficiency which is 56%-74%. Based on physical design, it can be distinguished by flat plate type, concentrated or building integrated type. 
Solar cell
The material of photovoltaic cell provides a big impact on the overall performance of PV/T. This type of solar cell has been comprehensively reviewed by Moradi et.al [12] . Multijunction type of solar cell is found to have the highest efficiency with 32% and currently the most broadly used is single crystalline silicone solar cell.
Packing factor
The study made by Vats et.al [13] showed that the increase of packing factor is not always proportional with the efficiency of the system. An optimal packing factor is crucial for the PV/T performance as the high value of packing factor will cause the increase of solar cell temperature and thus decrease the electrical efficiency. In contra, low value of packing factor will reduce the solar radiation absorber area and also leads to low electrical efficiency.
Mass flow rate
As the efficiency of photovoltaic decreases when the temperature of solar cell increases, a good convection heat flow is vital by means of mass flow rate of the moving fluid. The moving fluid underneath the solar cell can be naturally moved [14] or by force from a pump [15] .The mass flow rate is influenced by the type of material used for the circulating fluid, its velocity, and also thegeometry of the PV/T system. The mass flow rate used in previous studies range from 0.01kg/s to 0.3182kg/s as stated by Shahsavar and Ameri[16].
Absorber design
Ibrahim et.al [17] has conducted a study on several absorber design such as oscillatory, direct flow, modified serpentine-parallel flow, spiral flow, serpentine flow, parallel-serpentine flow and web flow. Spiral flow design showed the best result with total efficiency of 68%.
PV/T configuration
The configuration of PV/T also affects the performance of the system. A study on various configurations had been carried out by Tiwari and Soda [18] who investigate the glazed and unglazed PV/T. The efficiency of all the configurations were compared and the glazed without tedlar showed the best performance. Dubey and Tiwari [19] investigated the performance of solar flat-plate collector partially covered using theoretical modeling.The result showed that partially covered collector is better when the main load is thermal and for fully covered collector, it is greater when the main load is electricity. An explicit dynamic model has been introduced by Chow [20] to investigate the performance of single-glazed sheet-and-tube collector. Zondag et.al [21] compared the performance of separately photovoltaic and solar collector with combined PV-thermal collector. Combined PV and solar collector is found to produce more energy than separately installed PV and solar collector.
Various studies have been conducted previously in investigating the parameters that influencing the performance of PV/T. This result in many aspects should be considered in designing the system. Mass flow rate of PV/T was found to affect the system performance because it affects the temperature of the solar cell and also an important factor to be considered in absorbing the heat energy. PV/T system itself is however not sustainable as it depends on weather condition which needs to be integrated with other energy sources. This is necessary as it may provide opportunity in exceeding the current system performance. As shown in Table 2 , fuel cell has the highest efficiency when compared to other power generation systems. Fuel cell can be distinguished by the type of electrolyte used and their operating temperature as shown in Table 3 . PEMFC operates at the lowest temperature whereas Solid Oxide Fuel Cell at the highest temperature. Generally, higher output can be achieved at higher temperature. Table 3 demonstrates the electrical efficiency and combined heat and power efficiency of various types of fuel cell.
Fuel cell
Among all types of fuel cell, PEMFC is found to be the best application for residential and transportation as it operates under low temperature, fast start up, low emission of oxides of nitrogen and sulfur and produce low noise [24] . A study on the feasibility of utilizing PEMFC in residential sector has been carried out by Oh et.al [25] where a 1-kW PEMFC was installed on an apartment house with average monthly electric consumption of 370kWh. It is showed that 20% savings can be achieved by PEMFC utilization. To commercialize PEMFC, several technical problems in PEMFC must be solved and one of them is proper thermal management. Heat generation by PEMFC is estimated similar to its electrical efficiency which is about 50%. In order to increase the overall efficiency of PEMFC, this wasted heat generation must be fully utilized. Heat generation of PEMFC is mainly caused by entropic heat of reaction, irreversibilities of the electrochemical reactions and ohmic resistances, as well as water condensation [26] .Obara and Tanno [27] carried out a study on 3kW PEMFC co-generation system for residential application considering the regional characteristics in Japan. The system performance is evaluated based on exergy flow and exergy efficiency. Obara [28] conducted a study on the efficiency of PEMFC on the low load region in order to maintain the efficiency of the power generation, thus avoiding the high cost. Numerical analysis was done in determining the fuel consumption and also the carbon dioxide emission. It was found that power generation efficiency was higher at the high load factor value.
PEMFC is potentially suitable in becoming power generation system for residential with its characteristic; fast start up, low temperature, low emission, etc. Consuming hydrogen gas as its fuel makes it sustainable and not reliable on weather condition. The utilization of heat from PEMFC is an important parameter to take into account. Heat efficiency is found to be similar with power efficiency which is about 50%. All of the above features make PEMFC a great system to be integrated with PV/T system. As both systems generate electricity and heat simultaneously, study on these two output energy utilization is necessary in optimizing the system performance.
.
Different hybrid system with photovoltaic and fuel cell .1 Hybrid PV-FC
In this configuration as shown in Fig.3 , photovoltaic is the primary source during daylight and fuel cell act as a backup during the night or when load exceed the output power of photovoltaic. During the peak hours, load demand is totally supported by the photovoltaic and surplus energy is sent to the battery as energy storage. Battery and fuel cell work simultaneously when output power of photovoltaic is zero. Maximum power is extracted from PV panels by using Maximum Power Point Tracker (MPPT). Zhang and Huang [30] proposed a fault detection method to diagnose the fault of hybrid systems. The proposed system consists of PV panel, PEMFC, and lithium-ion battery. All the parts are connected to the DC bus. PV system is the primary source while PEMFC will meet the deficient power.
Bruni et.al [29] conducted experimental and numerical study on hybrid PV-FC-Battery to optimize the system by means of rule based control strategy. The control strategy succeeded in increasing the lifetime of components and also cutting down the cost.
Bruni et.al [31] proposed a new novel definition of the energy efficiency in system of integration PV, FC and battery. The new definition is related to the system sizing and the value influenced by the fossil energy consumption.
This system consists generally of a photovoltaic, electrolyzer, hydrogen storage tank, fuel cell and power conditioning unit. Surplus energy from the photovoltaic will be sent to the electrolyzer for hydrogen production process. Fuel cell will be utilized when Photovoltaic energy is deficient and works as an auxiliary generator. Gencoglu et.al [32] designed a hybrid system as shown in Figure 4 for total power load demand 6.23kW. The hybrid system output power is 7.3kW with 2.5kW from PV and 4.8kW from fuel cell.
Castaneda et.al [33] studied a stand-alone hybrid system which only use a PV as the main source. A new sizing method was proposed and three control strategies were performed for energy management.
In this configuration, as the cost of battery is high, instead of using battery, the surplus energy is totally stored in hydrogen storage tank. Fuel cell acts as a backup during night or when PV power is deficient.
Hwang et.al [34] developed a dynamic model to simulate a stand-alone PV-FC hybrid power systemas shown in Fig.5 . In this system, PV is designed to meet the load demand. During the daylight, when there is excess energy from PV, it will be used to produce hydrogen through electrolyzer. During the low radiation period, fuel cell will be the backup system by consuming hydrogen from hydrogen tank. El-Shatter et.al [35] designed a hybrid system composed of PV, electrolyzer and fuel cell. A fuzzy regression model (FRM) is utilized to extract maximum power from PV. Tesfahunegn et.al [36] proposed an algorithm to suppress short term power fluctuation in PV generation. 
Supercapacitor
Several hybrid systems utilize super capacitor for storage device due to the slow response of fuel cell. Super capacitor is greater than battery in term of power density. By using super capacitor, fuel cell will not need to support all the load demand, thus, sizing up the fuel cell is unnecessary. This will eventually prevent the gas starvation in fuel that may affect the performance and lifetime.
Uzunoglu et.al [37] proposed a dynamic modeling of hybrid PV/FC/SC as shown in Fig. 6 . The system is designed for stand-alone micro grid user application. This modeling can be used for analysing each component as well as analysing the overall system performance and also for the system design.
Thounthong et al [38] designed a mathematical model of hybrid PV/FC/SC. A dynamic optimization is proposed using intelligent fuzzy logic controller. Several others proposed the same system with the energy management approach [38, 39] Various configurations have been proposed by previous studies which can be concluded that they can be classified in term of energy storage method. In the early stage a simple system which only consisting of battery is used. Battery is however rapidly degrading and not reliable in long term as well as not economic. This leads to the utilization of electrolyzer and hydrogen storage tank which is more reliable and great in storing higher capacity of energy. Besides that, supercapacitor is also used on several studies for its high power density and long lifetime characteristic.
Generally, PV and wind turbine are the primary energy sources and FC acts as the backup. The wind turbine is proposed in the system to fully utilize the surround renewable source and to cover the intermittent power of PV.
Ahmed et.al [41] proposed a system with the combination of PV, FC and WT to increase the output power and to generate more constant power. The system is connected to grid to reduce the dependency on the grid system and to provide continuous power supply when the grid system is interrupted.
Mezzani et al [42] investigated the hybrid system consisting of photovoltaic/wind/fuel cell. A mathematical model topology was introduced with the power management of the global system control. The simulation of the proposed system has been done using Matlab/Simulink software.
Wang et al [43] carried out a study on a hybrid energy system which consists of PV, FC, WT, battery and electrolyzer. The PV and wind act as the primary power sources and the FC acts as the backup unit. The battery is used for a short-time backup.
The same configuration is also proposed with the utilization of three individual dc-dc boost converters to manage the power flow to the load [44] . Instead of using PV and FC, several studies have included wind turbine sub system in their configuration to minimize the size of PV and also generate more output power. Furthermore, combination of more sub-system provides more advantage to the system in term of reliability and sustainability aspect.
Hybrid PV/T-FC (PEMFC) Co-generation
Zafar and Dincer [45] proposed a hybrid system consisting of PV/T and fuel cell. PV/T is the primary source which converts solar energy into electricity and heat. During off peak hours, surplus energy PV is sent to the electrolyzer which then generates hydrogen. Fuel cell generates electricity, heat energy and drinkable water to the residential sector when the load demand exceeds the PV/T maximum output power. The study showed that energy and exergy of the overall system increase to 5.65% and 19.80% respectively when the heat generation of fuel cell is utilized. Hosseini et.al [46] studied a combined PV and fuel cell. PV generates electricity for hydrogen production and supply load demand. High temperature gases from the fuel cell stack is flowed to a heat recovery steam generator (HRSG) to produce steam. The HRSG produce steam for the absorption chiller.
Based on previous studies, research on hybrid PV/T-PEMFC CGS is still not yet comprehensively explored. Most of the previous studies focus only on the power generation of the hybrid system where the waste heat was not utilized. There is necessary in using the waste heat as it could improve the overall system performance. This hybrid co-generation system can be further studied for several other aspects including operation strategy, optimization of size, and operation algorithm.
Conclusion
A review on the PV/T system, fuel cell and different type of hybrid system of PV/T and fuel cell has been done. The present study helps to understand the important parameters that affect both systems. Besides that, recent developments of the hybrid system of PV/T and fuel cell are also presented to identify the insufficient study in this field. Mass flow rate of PV/T was found to affects the system performance as it is an important parameter to decrease the solar cell temperature and also to absorb heat energy efficiently. Various configuration of PV/T-fuel based hybrid can be distinguished by their energy storage method. Mostly used was by storing the energy using electrolyzer and hydrogen tank. Previous studies mostly focus on the power generation where the waste heat was not utilized. Study on PV/T-PEMFC in simultaneous heat and power generation system are indeed necessary and significant for future development. Utilization of heat for combined heat and power (CHP) generation system significantly increases the overall system efficiency compared to single power generation system while improving both economic and environmental performance.
